
 Adverts, Creators 
and You



How often do you 
use TikTok? (If at all)



How many adverts do you 
see on TikTok? (If any)



Today we’re going to learn:

How brands and 
creators have to 
behave on TikTok

How to identify 
TikTok adverts

What safety tools 
are available to 

help manage your 
TikTok experience



Know your adverts



Video 1



What side are you on?
e.g. ALT  FOODIE  ELITE  DANCE  SPORTS

TikTok is home to all kinds of people with all 
kinds of interests. Everyone’s individual browsing 
experience is personalised and unique, but 
communities and subcultures have still formed on 
the platform. TikTokers call these groups ‘sides’. 



Video 2



TikTok’s algorithm means it  
can use ‘targeted advertising’.
This can be great because it only shows you 
the things that are relevant to you. 

But it is important to be able to recognise 
these adverts and be aware of the 
influence they might have on you.

You will also need to opt-in to receive targeted 
advertising.



Video 3



Video 4



Video 5



  How did you identify the 
adverts and their types?

  How effective was each advert?

  What made one advert more 
influential than another? 



TikTok’s diversity recommendations
It is an intentional component of TikTok’s approach to bring 
diversity of videos into the ‘For You’ feed to give users 

•  Opportunities to experience different
content categories

• Discover new creators
• Experience new perspectives and ideas.

It also gives TikTok a better understanding  
of what is popular amongst a wider audience.



To ensure everyone has the best 
possible experience on TikTok, 
users, creators and brands have to 
follow certain guidelines.
The same rules apply to all the adverts you see on TikTok. 



Best behaviour



Video 6



Video 7



Video 8



Video 9



  What did you notice about this video, if anything? 

  Was there anything wrong with it? 

  Would you have recognised it was an advert? 

  Do you think it was obvious or subtle?

  Would this format be effective if this was 
a creator you like or aspire to be like?  



Revisit the advert Akafi asked 
each creator to make. 

 Has your opinion about this advert and company changed 
now that you’ve seen the behind-the-scenes video?  
If so, why? If not, why?

 How does it make you feel that this is what took place 
to create this advert?

 Do you think advertising can be more powerful when 
it is less obvious that you’re being sold something?

 Does it make you more aware of unlabelled advertising you 
have seen in the past? Will it make you question the content 
you see in future?



TikTok tactics



Video 10



Tools can you use to manage 
the content you see

Not interested Block Report



When you see content of any 
kind that breaks guidelines, it’s 
important that you take action.

  Why is it important to report videos  
and adverts that go against the rules?

  How likely are you to use these tools? 



Homework prep



Homework prep
In groups, discuss how you will teach your parents 
or guardians about TikTok adverts and safety. 

Things to think about:

 What thoughts do they have about TikTok? 
(If at all)

   What have you learned that you think they will 
be interested in? (If anything)  

What do you think your parents should know?



Other useful links

Tikok Safety Center: 
https://www.tiktok.com/safety/en-us/

TikTok Community Guidelines:  
https://www.tiktok.com/community-
guidelines?lang=en
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